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Abstract 29 

This study examined the statistical characteristics of tropical cyclones (TCs) for which the 30 

cyclogenesis (TCG) process was modulated by upper tropospheric cold lows (UCLs) over 31 

the western North Pacific (WNP) during the 38 years from 1979 to 2016. Among the 965 32 

TCs, 90 (9%, 2.4 per year) were defined as having TCG influenced by UCLs in the 33 

northwest quadrant of the TC region (UL-TCs). Most UL-TCs occurred in the summer, with 34 

large variability in the annual occurrence rate of UL-TCs during June to October, ranging 35 

from 0 to approximately 30%. The annual variation was related to the activity of the Tibetan 36 

high and the summer temperature anomaly over Japan. The extremely hot summer of 2016 37 

was partly enhanced by the intense Tibetan high, when 4 UL-TCs also occurred. The 38 

average location of UL-TCs at the time of TCG and tropical storm formation (TSF) was 39 

significantly farther to the north than the average location of TCs not formed under the 40 

influence of UCL (N-UL-TCs). Many UL-TCs occurred in lower tropospheric environments 41 

associated with the shear line or confluence regions. The UL-TCs tended to move 42 

northward, and the occurrence rate of UL-TCs that made landfall in Japan was 43 

approximately double that of other countries. The atmospheric environmental parameters 44 

around UL-TCs at the time of TCG were more favorable for the development of TCs than 45 

those around N-UL-TCs. In contrast, the atmospheric and oceanic environmental 46 

parameters around UL-TCs at the time of TSF were less favorable for the development of 47 

TSs, such that UL-TCs tended to remain at weak in intensity.  48 
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1.  Introduction 50 

Tropical cyclones (TCs) form under the large-scale environmental conditions favorable 51 

for cyclogenesis (TCG) (e.g., Gray 1968, 1998). The lower tropospheric flow patterns that 52 

contribute to TCG over the western North Pacific (WNP) can be grouped into five 53 

categories (Ritchie and Holland 1999): shear line (SL), confluence region (CR), monsoon 54 

gyre (GY), easterly wave (EW), and the Rossby wave energy dispersion from a preexisting 55 

TC (PTC).  56 

The large-scale environmental conditions in the upper troposphere also strongly affect 57 

TCG over the WNP (e.g., Briegel and Frank 1997). Most previous studies of TCG 58 

associated with upper tropospheric forcing focused on tropical upper tropospheric troughs 59 

(TUTTs). Colon and Nightingale (1963) have reported that upper tropospheric 60 

southwesterlies on the eastern and southern sides of a TUTT provide favorable 61 

environmental conditions for the development of low-level disturbances. Sadler (1976) 62 

showed that a TUTT has three possible mechanisms for the development of TCs over the 63 

WNP: (1) the accompanying subequatorial ridge on the south side of a TUTT can decrease 64 

the vertical shear; (2) divergent flow on the southeast side of the cyclonic circulation (TUTT 65 

cell) in a TUTT can increase the ventilation aloft to aid development of TCs; and (3) 66 

channels to large-scale westerlies on the south side of a TUTT may be established for 67 

efficient outflow of released heat. Many previous statistical analyses (Briegel and Frank 68 

1997; Ritchie and Holland 1999; Fu et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2008; Wang and Wu 2016) 69 
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demonstrated that the climatological features of the environmental conditions favorable for 70 

TCG coexisted with a TUTT over the WNP. Briegel and Frank (1997) analyzed 41 TCG 71 

cases in 1988 and 1989 and found that 25 TCs formed when a TUTT was present, and 16 72 

TCs formed when a TUTT was located in the northwest region, within 2,500 km of the TCG 73 

location prior to the time of TCG.  74 

Other previous studies (JMA 1990; McTaggart-Cowan et al. 2013) have proposed 75 

upper tropospheric cold lows (UCLs) as another possible upper tropospheric factor 76 

contributing to TCG over the WNP. UCLs are generally defined as a depression with a cold 77 

air center in the upper troposphere and are related to a cutoff low in either mid-latitude 78 

westerlies (Molinari and Vollaro 1989; Postel and Hitchman 1999, Sakamoto and Takahashi 79 

2005) or a TUTT cell (Sadler 1976； McTaggart-Cowan et al. 2013). A cutoff low is 80 

recognized as a meso-α-scale-isolated low pressure system that moves without merging 81 

with an upper tropospheric trough. A TUTT cell is a deep upper tropospheric trough that 82 

forms a low pressure center. Here, following previous studies, UCLs refer to both cutoff 83 

lows and TUTT cells.   84 

JMA (1990) reported that tropical depressions were well developed on the south and 85 

southeast sides of UCLs, where the convective instability were enhanced by the UCLs. The 86 

upper tropospheric divergence and weak vertical shear in the convective instability regions 87 

on the southeast side of UCLs appear to facilitate lower-level lifting and convective 88 

development in the core regions of the TCs (Shi et al. 1990; Rappin et al. 2011; Sears and 89 
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Velden 2014). It has been hypothesized that the upper tropospheric divergence and 90 

ascending motion associated with a UCL may help induce low-level mass and moisture 91 

convergence, which facilitate the generation of deep convection and the bottom-up growth 92 

mechanism of TCG (Kelly and Mock 1982; Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery et al. 2006). 93 

In a previous study by Nonaka (2005), a statistical analysis of 118 TCG events over the 94 

WNP from 1999 to 2003 found that TCG cases were associated with UCLs. 95 

Another previous study of Wei et al. (2016) investigated changes in TC track and 96 

intensity due to UCLs over the WNP during the 13 years from 2000 to 2012. The results of 97 

this study showed that 73% of TCs coexisted with UCLs that included an upper 98 

tropospheric low originating from TUTT cells and cutoff lows in the mid-latitudes, and 44% 99 

of the TCs had interacted with UCLs during their lifetimes. A greater number of UCLs 100 

appeared in the western sectors of TC circulations within a 10° radius. A previous study 101 

presented the global climatology of baroclinically influenced TC developments using an 102 

objective classification strategy. This study showed that a trough-induced environment 103 

during TC development, which is generally associated with a TUTT cell, provided a 104 

relatively efficient pathway for TCG over the WNP and North Atlantic basins.  105 

Although Wei et al. (2016) have revealed the statistical characteristics of TCs 106 

interacting with UCLs throughout the TC lifecycle, few have examined the characteristics of 107 

TCs where TCG was influenced by UCLs in the northwest quadrant of the TCG region 108 

(hereinafter referred to as UL-TCs). In addition, the analysis period of the statistical study 109 
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described above was only 4 years, and annual changes in UL-TCs were not investigated. 110 

Thus, the objective of this study was to examine annual and seasonal changes in UL-TCs 111 

over the WNP over a period of 38 years (1979–2016). In particular, during the summers of 112 

2015 and 2016, there were several differences in upper tropospheric environmental 113 

conditions that may have contributed to TCG. This study also investigated the statistical 114 

characteristics of UL-TCs over the WNP and the environmental conditions around them, 115 

including both atmospheric and oceanic physical parameters. 116 

 117 

2.  Data and definition  118 

This study examined 965 TCs occurring over the WNP during the 38 years from 1979 119 

to 2016 with tropical storm (TS) intensity or greater, i.e., a maximum sustained wind speed 120 

of at least 35 knots, as derived from the best-track data archives of the Regional 121 

Specialized Meteorological Center (best-track data).  122 

Since the focus of this study was the early phase of the cyclogenesis process, the 123 

location of the first best-track record for each TC was taken as the location of TCG. The 124 

location of TCG for each TC was generally identified from the tropical depression or low 125 

before TS intensity was reached. Following Yoshida and Ishikawa (2013), the time of TCG 126 

was defined as 69 hours prior to the time of the first best-track record for each TC. 127 

As in several previous studies (e.g., Wei et al. 2016), UCLs were detected as strong 128 

cyclonic circulations at 200 hPa height with a cold anomaly at 300 hPa height using global 129 
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reanalysis data, namely the Japanese 55-year reanalysis project dataset (JRA55; 130 

Kobayashi et al. 2015) (details are available online at 131 

http://jra.kishou.go.jp/JRA-55/index_en.html). The JRA55 dataset contains 6-hourly data 132 

with a horizontal resolution of 1.25° for both longitude and latitude, and data are available 133 

from 1958 to the present day. To detect UCLs, we computed the area-averaged 200-hPa 134 

height horizontal wind and 300-hPa height temperature fields derived from JRA55 at the 135 

time of TCG. The target area in our study was the northwest quadrant within 1,500 km from 136 

the location of TCG at the time of TCG, following JMA (1990). The following quantitative 137 

definitions were used to detect UCLs that may have contributed to TCG: 138 

1) The UCL in the target area at the location closest to TCG had a relative vorticity greater 139 

than 5.0 × 10-5 s-1 at 200 hPa.  140 

2) The divergence and north-south component of the horizontal wind above the TCG (200 141 

hPa) were positive. 142 

3) The temperature of the UCL at 300 hPa was lower than the average of the temperatures 143 

3.75° east and 5.0° west of the UCL.  144 

Although some previous studies (e.g., Wernli and Sprenger 2007; Wei et al. 2016) 145 

defined UCLs by cutoff lows only, some of the UCLs detected by our definitions were not 146 

cutoff lows. Upper tropospheric lows that did not have the typical structure of a UCL were 147 

removed by this subjective check. Figure 1 shows the general features of UCLs detected by 148 

the above definitions. UCLs decreased the vertical shear in the north-south direction and 149 

Fig. 1 
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enhanced the upper tropospheric divergence on their southeastern side, which provides 150 

favorable environmental conditions for TCG. 151 

This study compared the statistical characteristics of the environmental conditions 152 

around UL-TCs with those of TCs that had formed without UCLs (N-UL-TCs). Atmospheric 153 

physical parameters were calculated from the JRA55 dataset, and oceanic physical 154 

parameters were derived from the three-dimensional variational-based parent domain 155 

output from the 30-year four-dimensional variational ocean reanalysis dataset for the WNP 156 

(FORA-WNP30; Usui et al. 2017) (details are available online at 157 

http://synthesis.jamstec.go.jp/FORA). It should be noted that the present study did not use 158 

the nested domain output of the FORA-WNP30 dataset with a horizontal resolution of 0.1° 159 

because the nested domain was limited in its coverage of the study area from 1982 to 2015. 160 

To compare the features of the environmental conditions around UL-TCs, we also 161 

investigated environmental parameters around TCs whose TCG was influenced by UCLs in 162 

the northeast quadrant of the TCG region (hereafter referred to as NE-UL or NE-UL-TC), 163 

using the northeast quadrant within 1,500 km of the location of TCG and the above 164 

definitions, namely (1) and (3).  165 

Using the JRA55 and FORA-WNP30 datasets, this study evaluated the following 166 

physical parameters: upper tropospheric divergence, lower tropospheric relative vorticity, 167 

magnitude of vertical shear, lower- and middle-tropospheric relative humidity, maximum 168 

potential intensity (MPI), convective available potential energy (CAPE) derived from the 169 
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MPI equation, sea-surface temperature (SST), tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP), and 170 

depth of the 26°C oceanic isotherm. The relative humidity was calculated as the average 171 

over the height range of 850–700 hPa (RHLO) and 500–300 hPa (RHHI). The magnitude of 172 

the vertical shear was defined as the difference in horizontal wind between heights of 200 173 

and 850 hPa (SHRD), and between heights of 500 and 850 hPa (SHRS). The 850 hPa 174 

relative vorticity (VOR850) and 200 hPa divergence (DIV200) were also calculated. This 175 

study used two area averages: the average for the circular area with an 800 km radius from 176 

the location of TCG, and an annulus of 200–800 km from the TC center. The former area 177 

average was applied to evaluate the atmospheric conditions during TCG, while the latter 178 

area average was applied after TS formation (TSF) to remove the TC structure, as in 179 

several previous studies (e.g., Knaff et al. 2005). Beneath the TC center, the oceanic 180 

physical parameters, SST, TCHP, and depth of the 26°C oceanic isotherm were evaluated 181 

to stratify distinct features. The TCHP was estimated by summing the ocean heat content 182 

from the surface to the depth of the 26°C isotherm (Leipper and Volgenau 1972; Wada 183 

2015). 184 

This study examined the differences in MPI and CAPE between UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs 185 

using the atmospheric conditions derived from the JRA55 dataset and the SST derived 186 

from the FORA-WNP30 dataset. The revised MPI equation presented in Bister and 187 

Emanuel (1998) was used in this study. To investigate atmospheric stability, this study used 188 

E-CAPE, a version of CAPE calculated from the simple equation presented in MPI theory, 189 
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which is an approximate form.  190 

This study also examined the relationships between UCLs and five relevant lower 191 

tropospheric flow patterns to TCG as identified by Ritchie and Holland (1999). To categorize 192 

the five TCG flow factors, we used the objective method developed by Yoshida and 193 

Ishikawa (2013), along with best-track data and the JRA55 dataset. Details of the objective 194 

algorithm were provided in Yoshida and Ishikawa (2013) and Fudeyasu and Yoshida 195 

(2018).  196 

 197 

3. Results 198 

3.1  Annual and seasonal variation in UL-TC 199 

Among the 965 TCs, 90 UL-TCs and 875 N-UL-TCs were detected using our definitions. 200 

The occurrence rate of UL-TCs (9%) was very small, similar to the results of Nonaka (2005) 201 

and McTaggart-Cowan (2013). Nonaka (2005) detected 4 TCs associated with a UCL, out 202 

of a total of 118 TCs (occurrence rate of 3%), while McTaggart-Cowan et al. (2013) reported 203 

an average of 2.3 trough-induced TC developments per year over the WNP.  204 

Among all TCs, 672 TCs did not meet definition (1). In other words, a positive relative 205 

vorticity within 1,500 km of the northwest quadrant at the time of TCG was seen in only 293 206 

TCs. Of these 293 TCs, 179 TCs were excluded since neither the southerlies nor the 207 

divergence at a height of 200 hPa occurred above the TCG location. Of the remaining 114 208 

TCs, 24 did not exhibit a distinct cold core in the upper troposphere.  209 
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Figure 2 shows the total number of UL-TCs for each month of the analysis period, and 210 

the rates of UL-TC occurrence divided by the monthly total of TCs. There was large 211 

seasonal variability in the number of UL-TCs; most occurred in the summer, while only a 212 

few occurred in the winter. It should be noted that no UL-TCs occurred from January to May. 213 

The seasonality of UL-TCs is consistent with the results of Nonaka (2005) and 214 

McTaggart-Cowan (2013). 215 

Figure 3 shows the annual number of UL-TCs and their rate of occurrence over the 216 

WNP from 1979 to 2016. The average was 2.4 per year, with 1992, 1999, and 2001 217 

experiencing 5 UL-TCs each, which was the highest number among all years, followed by 218 

1979, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1990, 2004, 2009, 2012, and 2016 with 4 UL-TCs each. In 219 

contrast, no UL-TCs occurred in 1995, 1997, 2003, and 2015. As shown in Fig. 3b, the 220 

occurrence rate of UL-TCs, the number of UL-TCs divided by the number of TCs from June 221 

to October, varied widely from 0 to approximately 30%.  222 

This study examined changes in the annual variability of UL-TCs related to the El Niño 223 

Southern Oscillation (ENSO), based on the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) definition 224 

(details are available online at 225 

http://www.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/cpd/db/elnino/learning/faq/elnino_table.html). The average 226 

annual number (2.6) of UL-TCs and their occurrence rate (12%) in La Niña years was 227 

almost the same as in El Niño years (2.2, 9%) and neutral years (i.e., when neither 228 

phenomenon occurred) (2.4, 9%). Therefore, the annual variability in UL-TCs was not 229 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 
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related to the ENSO.  230 

It is interesting to note that the annual variability in UL-TCs was related to the 231 

temperature anomaly during summer over Japan, resulting from the mid-tropospheric 232 

geopotential height in the mid-latitudes. Figure 4(a) shows a scatter plot of the number of 233 

UL-TCs and the temperature anomaly over Japan averaged from July to September, as 234 

provided by the JMA. The number of UL-TCs tended to increase with temperature anomaly, 235 

where regression analysis yielded a correlation coefficient of 0.32. Figure 4(b) shows the 236 

composite of the 500-hPa geopotential height averaged for the 8 years in which the 237 

July–September Japan temperature anomaly was more than 0.7 ºC (1994, 1999, 2000, 238 

2004, 2010, 2012, 2013, and 2016), as well as the difference in the 500-hPa geopotential 239 

height between these 8 years and other years. The positive regions of this difference 240 

extended from the Asian continent to the sea east of Japan. A possible reason for the 241 

correlation between the annual variability in UL-TCs and the temperature anomaly over 242 

Japan is that the mid-tropospheric geopotential height over the northwestern part of the 243 

WNP is partly enhanced by an upper tropospheric high, namely the Tibetan high. The UCLs 244 

frequently moved southwestward from the mid-latitudes when the anticyclonic circulation 245 

associated with the Tibetan high extended eastward and acted as a steering flow, leading to 246 

hotter summers over Japan. In fact, the extremely hot summer of 2016 was partly 247 

enhanced by the intense Tibetan high, when 4 UL-TCs also occurred. In most of the UL-TC 248 

cases, a UCL originating from cutoff lows in the mid-latitudes moved around the intense 249 

Fig. 4 
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Tibetan high. 250 

 251 

3.2  Statistical characteristics of UL-TCs 252 

As discussed in the previous section, there was large seasonal variability in the 253 

occurrence of UL-TCs. To compare the statistical characteristics of UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs, 254 

this study considered the 743 TCs in the summer and autumn seasons (June to October), 255 

when both UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs can occur. A total of 87 UL-TCs (12%) and 656 256 

N-UL-TCs were detected during this analysis period.  257 

Table 1 shows the average locations (namely, the climatological mean locations) of 258 

UL-TCs, N-UL-TCs, and all TCs between June and October over the 38-year analysis 259 

period. Differences in structure and environmental parameters between UL-TCs and 260 

N-UL-TCs were assessed using a t-test. The ratios in Table 1 were obtained by normalizing 261 

each variable, by subtracting the sample mean and dividing by the standard deviation. The 262 

average location of TCG was farther to the north for UL-TCs compared with N-UL-TCs, and 263 

this difference was significant at the 5% level. Figure 5 shows the locations of UL-TCs, and 264 

of the UCLs influencing TCG. The locations of the UCLs were concentrated at latitudes 265 

near 20°N. The UL-TCs appeared in the zonal area farther to the north than the average 266 

location of N-UL-TCs and the climatological mean. Figure 5(b) shows the geographical 267 

location of UCLs with respect to the location of TCG; the distance between UCLs and TCG 268 

locations ranged from 133–1,450 km, with an average of 883 km, and all were located in 269 

Fig. 5 
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the northwest quadrant of the TCG region. 270 

As the location of UL-TCs at the time of TCG was usually farther north than the 271 

climatological mean, the location of UL-TCs at TSF and maturity (mature time) tended to be 272 

in the northern part of the WNP (Table 1). The time of TSF was defined as that when the 273 

minimum TS intensity threshold (35 knots) was reached, while the mature time was defined 274 

as the time when the maximum wind speed occurred. It should be noted that the average 275 

duration between TCG and TSF was significantly shorter for UL-TCs than for N-UL-TCs. 276 

Although the time of TCG, i.e., the time of the first best-track record for each TC, depends 277 

on the limitations of the dataset (temporal resolution and observational capabilities), the 278 

statistical characteristics of UL-TCs that have a shorter duration between TCG and TS 279 

compared with the climatological mean are important for the prediction of TCs.   280 

This study also calculated two other durations, i.e., the duration of the TC 281 

developmental stage (from the TSF time to the mature time), and the lifetime of the TC 282 

(from the TSF time to the decay time) (Table 1). The decay time was defined as the point at 283 

which the system fell below the TS intensity threshold. Neither of these durations differed 284 

significantly between UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs.  285 

The statistical characteristics of the UL-TC movements were also investigated. The 286 

direction of movement at the time of TSF was defined in terms of the change in location of 287 

the TC from the time of TSF to the following day. The UL-TCs tended to move farther north 288 

than the N-UL-TCs (Table 1). Since it is possible that environmental flows influenced not 289 
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only TCG but also the direction of movement of TCs, the upper-level southerlies associated 290 

with UCLs (Fig. 1) may have enhanced the northward movement of the UL-TCs after TSF.  291 

Along the locations of each TC track, the number of landfalls for different countries in 292 

the WNP (Japan, China, Vietnam, and the Philippines) was determined. In this study, we 293 

defined a TC landfall when a TC track intersected with a coastline. Over the 38-year study 294 

period, a total of 107 TCs resulted in landfalls in Japan between June and October (Fig. 6). 295 

Among these, UL-TCs were the most frequent, with 21 landfalls and an occurrence rate 296 

(i.e., the number of UL-TC landfalls divided by the total number of TC landfalls) of 20%. The 297 

occurrence rate of UL-TC landfalls in Japan was approximately double that of other 298 

countries.  299 

At the mature time, there were significant differences in average intensity among the 300 

different cyclone types (Table 1): the minimum central pressure of the UL-TCs was 301 

significantly higher than that of N-UL-TCs at the 5% significance level, while the maximum 302 

wind speed of the UL-TCs was significantly lower than that of N-UL-TCs at the 10% 303 

significance level. This study also examined the occurrence of different TC intensity 304 

categories based on the Saffir-Simpson scale (Simpson 1974). The rates of occurrence, 305 

stratified by class and divided by the total number of occurrences for UL-TCs, N-UL-TCs, 306 

and all TCs, are shown in Fig. 7. The occurrence rate of the TS class for UL-TCs was about 307 

50%, which is higher than that for N-UL-TCs (45%) and the climatological mean (45%). By 308 

contrast, the occurrence rate for major TCs exceeding category 3 on the Saffir-Simpson 309 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 

Table 1 
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scale (> 96 knots) was 10% for UL-TCs, which is lower than that for the climatological mean 310 

(15%) and N-UL-TCs (15%). This means that the UL-TCs tended to remain at weak 311 

intensity, rarely developing into intense TCs.  312 

 313 

3.3  Environmental parameters around UL-TCs  314 

Tables 2 and 3 show the atmospheric and oceanic physical parameters for UL-TCs, 315 

N-UL-TCs, and all TCs, at the time of TCG and TSF. It should be noted that the oceanic 316 

physical parameters, namely the E-CAPE and MPI, were calculated over 34 years from 317 

1982 to 2015, which corresponds to the period of available FORA-WNP30 data.  318 

At the time of TCG, in addition to the higher DIV200 around the UL-TCs than that 319 

around N-UL-TCs, there were significant differences in some of the other atmospheric 320 

physical parameters. The SHRS around UL-TCs was significantly weaker than that around 321 

N-UL-TCs, while the RHLO and RHHI around UL-TCs were significantly higher at the 5% 322 

significance level. This means that the atmospheric environment around UL-TCs at the time 323 

of TCG was more favorable for TCG than that around N-UL-TCs, which is consistent with 324 

the results of previous studies (e.g., JMA 1990) reporting that UCLs may help induce 325 

moisture convergence, facilitating the generation of deep convection and thus favoring TCG. 326 

However, it should be noted that the VOR850, E-CAPE, MPI, and oceanic physical 327 

parameters (Table 3) at the time of TCG did not differ between UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs.  328 

Regarding the atmospheric physical parameters at the time of TSF, the relative 329 

Table 2 

Table 3 
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humidity and vertical shear did not differ between UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs, but the DIV200, 330 

VOR850, E-CAPE, and MPI around UL-TCs were significantly lower than those around 331 

N-UL-TCs. There were also significant differences in oceanic physical parameters; the SST, 332 

TCHP, and depth of the 26°C isotherm for UL-TCs were smaller than those for N-UL-TCs at 333 

the 5% significance level. Therefore, the TC-development efficiency of the atmospheric and 334 

oceanic environments around UL-TCs was lower than that around N-UL-TCs at the time of 335 

TSF. This seems to due to the average location of UL-TCs at the time of TSF being farther 336 

north. The lower efficiency of these atmospheric and oceanic conditions means that the 337 

UL-TCs tend to remain at weak intensity. There were significant differences in the 338 

atmospheric and oceanic physical parameters between the mature and decay times (not 339 

shown).  340 

To compare the features of the environmental parameters around UL-TCs, Tables 4 341 

and 5 show the physical parameters for NE-UL-TCs, i.e., those influenced by UCLs in the 342 

northeast quadrant of the TCG region. Over the 38-year analysis period, there were 743 343 

TCs between June and October, of which 79 were classified as NE-UL-TCs. At the time of 344 

both TCG and TSF, most of the physical atmospheric parameters did not differ between 345 

NE-UL-TCs and TC environments without northeastern UCLs (N-NE-ULs or N-NE-UL-TCs), 346 

with the exception of the E-CAPE and MPI. The E-CAPE and MPI around NE-UL-TCs were 347 

lower than those around N-NE-UL-TCs. In terms of oceanic physical parameters, the SST 348 

(TCHP) of NE-UL-TCs was smaller than that of N-NE-UL-TCs at the time of TCG (TSF) at 349 

Table 4 

Table 5 
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the 5% significance level. Therefore, the TC-development efficiency of the atmospheric and 350 

oceanic environments around NE-UL-TCs was lower than that around N-NE-UL-TCs, in 351 

contrast to the environments around UL-TCs at the time of TCG.  352 

 353 

3.4  Lower-tropospheric flows contributing to TCGs around UL-TCs  354 

This study examined the relationship between UL-TCs and the lower tropospheric 355 

environmental flows contributing to TCG classified in Ritchie and Holland (1999), namely 356 

the TCG factors SL, CR, GY, EW, and PTC. When the major TCG factor could not be 357 

determined using the objective detection method developed in Yoshida and Ishikawa 358 

(2013), it was denoted as unclassified flow (UCF). Figure 8 shows the distribution of TCG 359 

factors among 90 UL-TCs over the 38-year study period. Of the 90 UL-TCs, those related to 360 

the SL and CR were the most frequent (28 UL-TCs), followed by those related to the EW 361 

(12 UL-TCs) and then to the GY (10 UL-TCs). Our results are consistent with Ritchie and 362 

Holland (1999), in which it was found that for the many TCG cases influenced by a UCL, a 363 

CR was also present in the lower tropospheric environment.  364 

As shown in Fig. 9, there was a large difference in the number of TCs related to the five 365 

TCG factors. To compare the effects of the different environments on UL-TC formation, the 366 

rate of UL-TC occurrence was divided by the number of TCs for each TCG factor, shown as 367 

percentages in Fig. 9. The occurrence rate of the UL-TCs was similar among TCG factors, 368 

with the exception of UCF and CR. The occurrence rate of UL-TCs related to the CR (15%) 369 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9 
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was larger than those for the other known TCG factors.  370 

Fudeyasu and Yoshida (2018) revealed the statistical characteristics of TCs stratified 371 

by TCG factors. The occurrence rate of TCs that made landfall in Japan was highest for the 372 

CR, followed by SL. Figure 10 shows the tracks of 28 TCs that formed in an environment 373 

associated with both SL and a UCL (SL-UL-TC), and both CR and a UCL (CR-UL-TC). Of 374 

the 28 SL-UL-TCs, 7 made landfall in Japan, corresponding to an occurrence rate of 25%. 375 

On the other hand, 10 CR-UL-TCs made landfall in Japan, corresponding to an occurrence 376 

rate of 36%. Although the number of TCs that made landfall is not sufficient to perform a 377 

robust statistical analysis, the trends in the movement of CR-UL-TCs and SL-UL-TCs are 378 

important for disaster prevention in Japan.  379 

It should be noted that 7 of the 40 UCF-TCs were UL-TCs. This means that 7 TCs were 380 

formed in an environment with upper tropospheric forcing but without lower tropospheric 381 

forcing. No clear evidence of upper tropospheric forcing having a direct impact on TCG was 382 

found. This means that a UCL provides favorable environmental conditions for the 383 

development of low-level disturbances on its southeastern side, but it is not directly 384 

responsible for the low-level disturbances. Because the purpose of this study was to 385 

investigate the characteristics of TCs affected by a UCL, clarification of the impact of upper 386 

tropospheric forcing on TCG is reserved for future studies. 387 

 388 

4. Conclusion  389 

Fig. 10 
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This study statically examined the characteristics of TCs for which TCG was modulated 390 

by UCLs over the WNP, during the 38 years from 1979 to 2016. Among the 965 TCs, 90 391 

(9%, 2.4 per year) were defined as having UCL contributions to TCG (UL-TCs). Regarding 392 

the geographical locations of the UCLs with respect to the locations of TCG, the distance 393 

between the location of a UCL and TCG ranged from 133–1,450 km, with an average 394 

distance of 883 km, where the UCLs were situated to the northwest of the location of TCG. 395 

Analysis of the seasonal changes in TCG cases influenced by UCLs showed that most 396 

UL-TCs occurred in the summer. The annual variation in the occurrence rate of UL-TCs 397 

during June to October exhibited substantial variability, ranging from 0 to approximately 398 

30%. The annual variation in UL-TCs was related to the activity of the Tibetan high and the 399 

summer temperature anomaly over Japan. The extremely hot summer of 2016, during 400 

which four UL-TCs occurred, was enhanced by the Tibetan high. 401 

The statistical characteristics of UL-TCs and the environmental parameters around 402 

them, including both atmospheric and oceanic features, were revealed. Our results, 403 

comparing the characteristics of UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs between June and October over 404 

the 38-year analysis period, are summarized below: 405 

 The average location of UL-TCs at the time of TCG was farther north than that of the 406 

N-UL-TCs.  407 

 The average of duration from TCG to TSF was significantly shorter for UL-TCs than for 408 

N-UL-TCs. 409 
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 The UL-TCs tended to move northward at the time of TSF.  410 

 The occurrence rate of UL-TCs that made landfall in Japan was approximately double 411 

that in other countries. 412 

 UL-TCs tended to remain at weak intensity, and rarely developed into intense TCs. 413 

 At the time of TCG, the lower- and middle-tropospheric relative humidity around UL-TCs 414 

was higher, and the vertical shear around UL-TCs was weaker, in comparison to 415 

N-UL-TCs. The atmospheric environment around UL-TCs was more favorable for the 416 

development of TCs than that around N-UL-TCs. However, the E-CAPE, MPI, and 417 

oceanic physical parameters did not differ between UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs. 418 

 At the time of TSF, the relative humidity and vertical shear did not differ between 419 

UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs, but the upper tropospheric divergence, lower tropospheric 420 

relative vorticity, E-CAPE, MPI, SST, TCHP, and depth of the 26°C isotherm around 421 

UL-TCs were lower than those around N-UL-TCs. The atmospheric and oceanic 422 

environments around UL-TCs were less suitable for the development of TCs than those 423 

around N-UL-TCs.  424 

 At the mature time, there were significant differences in atmospheric and oceanic 425 

physical parameters between UL-TCs and N-UL-TCs.   426 

 Many UL-TCs in lower tropospheric environments were associated with the SL or CR.  427 

 The TCs that formed in an environment associated with both the CR and a UCL 428 

(CR-UL-TCs) tended to move northward, resulting in a higher occurrence rate of 429 
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landfalls in Japan.  430 

 431 

The direct impact of upper tropospheric forcing from UCLs on TCG remains unclear. 432 

However, the relationship between UCLs that influenced TCG and the statistical 433 

characteristics of TCs shown here can be used in future cyclogenesis studies. In addition, 434 

the statistical characteristics of UL-TCs are important for the prediction of TCG; in particular, 435 

understanding of the tendency for UL-TCs to move northward will be important for disaster 436 

prevention in Japan. 437 

 438 
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Fig. 1 Composites of 200-hPa horizontal winds (m s-1): (a) vertical shear between 200 575 

and 850 hPa (m s-1, contour) and vertical shear in the north-south direction (m s-1, 576 

shading), and (b) 200-hPa divergence (x 10-5 s-1, contour) and divergence in the 577 

north-south direction (x 10-5 s-1, shading). The composite was made with respect to 578 

87 UCLs detected over the 38-year analysis period between June and October. 579 

Contour intervals are (a) 2 m s-1 and (b) 0.5 x 10-5 s-1, respectively. The regions 580 

with (a) vertical shear less than 4 m s-1 and (b) divergence more than 0.8 x 10-5 s-1 581 

are heavily shaded, while regions with (a) vertical shear of 4-8 m s-1 and (b) 582 

divergence of 0.0-0.8 x 10-5 s-1 are lightly shaded. Locations of UL-TCs relative to 583 

UCLs at the time of TCG are indicated by the closed circles. 584 
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 588 

Fig. 2 Monthly total number of UL-TCs over the 38-year analysis period. The 589 

percentages are the rates of UL-TC occurrence divided by the monthly total of 590 

TCs. 591 
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 593 
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 596 

Fig. 3 Annual variation in (a) UL-TC occurrence over the 38-year analysis period and (b) 597 

occurrence rate of UL-TCs normalized by the total number of TCs from June to 598 

October. 599 
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 605 

 606 

Fig. 4  (a) Scatter plot of the number of UL-TCs against the temperature anomaly over 607 

Japan from July to September. (b) The 500-hPa geopotential height (contour) 608 

averaged for the 8 years during which the temperature anomaly over Japan more 609 

than 0.7 ºC (1994, 1999, 2000, 2004, 2010, 2012, 2013, and 2016), and the 610 

difference in the 500-hPa geopotential height between these 8 years and other 611 

years (shading). The contour interval is 50 m, while regions greater than 0 m are 612 

shaded. 613 

614 
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 617 

Fig. 5 Locations of (a) UL-TCs (closed circles) and UCLs (crosses), and (b) UCLs 618 

relative to UL-TCs at the time of TCG, over the 38-year analysis period.  619 

620 
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 622 

Fig. 6 Number of TCs that made landfall in Japan, China, the Philippines, and Vietnam 623 

between June and October over the 38-year analysis period. The filled bars 624 

indicate UL-TCs, while the percentages correspond to the UL-TC occurrence rates 625 

divided by the total number of TCs that made landfall in each country. 626 
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 632 

Fig. 7 Occurrence rate by TC intensity class divided by the number of UL-TC, N-UL-TC, 633 

and TC occurrences between June and October over the 38-year analysis period. 634 

Classes are defined by the TS and Saffir–Simpson scales. 635 
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 639 

Fig.8 Distribution of UL-TCs stratified by TCG factors over the 38-year analysis period. 640 

Note: shear line, SL; confluence region, CR; monsoon gyre, GY; easterly wave, 641 

EW; Rossby wave energy dispersion, PTC; unclassified flow, UCF. 642 
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 648 

Fig. 9 Number of TCs and UL-TCs stratified by TCG factors over the 38-year analysis 649 

period. The filled bars indicate UL-TCs, and the percentages are the UL-TC 650 

occurrence rates divided by the total number of TCs for each of the TCG factors. 651 
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 656 

Fig. 10 The TC tracks (lines), and locations at TCG (closed circle) and TSF (crosses) of 657 

(a) 28 SL-UL-TCs and (b) 28 CR-UL-TCs. The dashed lines correspond to tracks 658 

of TCs below TS intensity. 659 
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